"I very much appreciated NHA’s expertise to help Peterson Health achieve excellence throughout our MEDITECH Expanse build, training and implementation processes. We were impressed with our project manager’s intelligence, tenacity, and boundless energy. Because of her project leadership, and the consultants and various trainers who provided physician support during go-LIVE, we were able to achieve success."
- Lisa Medovich, Chief Financial & Compliance Officer, Peterson Health, Kerrville, TX

“I want to thank the NHA team for being such a wonderful partner in our journey to implement MEDITECH Expanse. This was a huge project for our health system and critically important for the success of our organization. The NHA team members were rock stars throughout the project! With the help of NHA we had a very smooth Go-LIVE without any delays. We could not have achieved that without their expertise. The project management, clinical, and financial consultants that worked with us were top-notch and true experts in their fields.”
- Paul Murphy, Chief Information Officer, Lane Regional Medical Center, Zachary, LA
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